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In order to receive CPE credit
– Be sure to sign in or scan your badge for this session
– You must stay in the session for the duration of the training
– This session is eligible for 1 hour of CPE
– CPE certificates are emailed directly to you within 4 weeks of the conference date to the 

same email address you used to register

CPE Process
CPE credit administered 

in coordination with 
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Brandy Derrick
Owner/Bookkeeper
@LegalEaseBooks

Today’s speaker
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Bookkeeping made my dreams come true

Love the challenge of trust accounts

Law firm clients in 17 states

About today’s speaker

Brandy Derrick
Owner/Bookkeeper
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Do you work with law firms?
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How to be a hero to your client using:

Trust ledger report

Expense report

WIP

Compensation reports

Agenda
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Trust ledger report
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Trust ledger report
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Trust ledger report
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Link for instructions on how to make report:

LegalEaseBookkeeping.com/QBConnect2019

Trust ledger report

legaleasebookkeeping.com/qbconnect2019
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Trust ledger report

How to spot errors (perform a three way reconciliation)

1.  Reconcile the IOLTA account

2.  Make sure the trust liability account matches trust bank account

3.  Check balances with practice management software



Trust ledger report
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Trust ledger report
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Trust ledger report
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Trust ledger report
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Trust ledger report
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How can you be a hero to your client??

Letting them know ASAP

Setup mobile deposits or banking on site

Take over entering payments

Take over entering checks

Take over entering transactions in the practice management software

Help implement a system to eliminate errors

Trust ledger report
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Expense report
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Expense report
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Link for instructions on how to make report:

LegalEaseBookkeeping.com/QBConnect2019

Expense report

legaleasebookkeeping.com/qbconnect2019
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Biggest pain points for expense reports

1. How do you figure out what client each expense belongs to?

2. How do you find out expenses that haven’t been paid for?

3. How can you help them efficiently?

Expense report
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Expense report

How can you be a hero to your client??

Save an expense report and show them how to access it at anytime

Keep it up to date

Make sure expenses don’t slip through the cracks

Use software to automate entering them into QuickBooks online

Help implement new systems
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WIP
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WIP
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Link for instructions on how to make report:

LegalEaseBookkeeping.com/QBConnect2019

WIP

legaleasebookkeeping.com/qbconnect2019
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Biggest pain points for WIP

1. Getting the time trackers to keep track of time

2. Staying on top of retainer balances 

3. Figuring out profitability per case or per employee

WIP
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WIP

How can you be a hero to your client??

Implement system to track time

Run employee diagnostics reports

Let you client know when clients have low retainer balances

Know when fees are earned and can transfer funds

Analyze time spent per case

Stay on top of contractor payables
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Compensation reports
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Money Collected

- Case Expenses

Gross Profit 

x %

Compensation

Compensation reports
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Compensation reports
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Steps to an accurate compensation report

Write down compensation rules

Get approval on rules

Make sure data is accurate

Pull out case exceptions

Have client approve calculations

Compensation reports
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How can you be a hero to your client??

Give them accurate compensation reports

Keep spreadsheets up to date and save so they can see them anytime

Work with attorneys to review transactions

Making sure they are taking the right amount of profit

Compensation reports



Share with your 
Neighbor – how can 
you be a hero to your 
clients?
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Questions?
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Rate this Session on the QuickBooks Connect Mobile App

1.  Select Sessions 2.  Select Session Title 3.  Select Survey

Provide feedback to help us design content for future events

4.  Add Ratings
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1. Find the session on the agenda

2. Select + for more information

3. Download PDF of slides and/or
supplemental material

https://quickbooksconnect.com/agenda/

Material Download

https://quickbooksconnect.com/agenda/



